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Abstract
In this paper, genetic algorithm and ant colony optimization algorithm are used for route moving robot
in dynamic environments with various complexities. Both algorithms work with global routing and
need a general map from environment. Since environments are dynamic and different paths have
variable length, chromosome structure with variable length is employed. In this study the performance
of both algorithms in the execution speed and the number of occurrences for obtaining the optimal path
in various dynamic environments has been evaluated using MATLAB simulation methods. Obtained
results from comparing the performance of these two algorithms by considering performance and
adjusting the parameters and their advantages beside limitations, developed optimization algorithms for
route moving robots.

Keywords: path planning-moving robot-ant colony algorithm-genetic algorithm-dynamic
environment
1-Introduction
One of the most important branches of research in robotics science is path planning for
robot’s movement. For independent and intelligent movement, robot should have the ability
to create path planning in the environment. Therefore, robot preferably adopts to move with
constant velocity without colliding with obstacles and adopts the shortest smooth path. Path
planning for robot is done in two ranges; including static routing environment [1, 2] and path
planning in dynamic environments [3, 4]. In a static environment it is assumed that roadmap
is identified and the environment, with all its components are known, so it has the ability to
create shortest path to move the robot toward the desired destination. This approach in
robotic path planning is called off-line methods. In a dynamic environment, information from
the immediate space during the robot motion is obtained and the robot is completely
dependent on local information and its immediate position. Here the goal is obtaining a
reactive behavior in spite of slight data got from unknown environment. The second type of
planning is on-line and the produced paths by sensors are affected by environmental changes
at that moment. In general, there are two main elements in global routing process; including
the road map and routing algorithms. In environments where mapping is the primary
component in a routing process, map simplifies the function of routing algorithms in finding
the optimal route. As an example, proposed cases by previous researchers for robots include:
decomposing cellular C like space, map networking [2,5,6], visibility graph [7] and
MAKLINK graph [3]. In these maps, unobstructed spaces and the location of obstacles in
configuration spaces are specified before the function of routing algorithm. It should be
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considered that selection and usage of road maps must be compatible with routing algorithms,
depending on the goals and applied plans in each research, routing is based on heuristic
methods, too. Among the various routing approaches, artificial potential field [9], neural
networks [10], heuristic algorithms [1, 6] can be named. Each method has strengths and
limitations in its routing [11]. Expanding the traditional algorithm leads to creating algorithm
A* [1]. This algorithm was appropriate only in static environments [5] but with the expansion
for dynamic environments, D* algorithm has been developed [6]. Now the usage of artificial
intelligence in robot's path planning has been noticed [11]. Because, researchers have the
opinion that using artificial intelligence can expand the robot routing problem solving with
the intelligent agent to find the shortest path. Now researchers are using neural network
methods [10], evolutionary computation [12, 13] and swarm intelligence gathering [14] for
routing researches. These new methods have ability to find a path with some criteria in order
to optimize such a short route and find a safe route with low computational time possess. The
development of routing algorithms such as genetic algorithms [2, 15] and ant colony
optimization algorithm [3, 4, 16] in robot path planning research is due to their efficiency,
leading to the optimal path in contrast with traditional methods.
In This paper the performance of genetic algorithms and ant colony optimization have been
generally studied in different environments from complexity view point. In this regard, both
algorithms with speed and number of repetitions in environments with different complexity
have been evaluated. This environment includes fixed obstacles with different shapes, sizes
and positions and also dynamic obstacles with different speeds and movement in different
directions. It is hoped that the results of this research will be used by researchers in
optimization moving robots path planning. This Article discusses a little about the previous
record of genetic algorithms and ant colony optimization. In the third section, presentation of
proposed genetic algorithm and ant colony and design of the robot workspace including
mapping from relatively simple to highly complex environments are explained. Since the
dynamic environments exist with different paths and different lengths, chromosome structure
with variable length is used. In the fourth section, performance comparison of genetic
algorithms and the ant colony optimization with speed and the number of occurrences in
different environments in terms of complexity, are presented. Also, examples of considered
parameters for both algorithms in different environments are given. The fifth section
discusses the efficiency and effectiveness of these algorithms.
2 –Review of literature
In this section, different solutions provided by genetic algorithms and ant colony are
presented for finding an optimal path for the robot.
2-1. Genetic Algorithm
From 1975 [12, 13] genetic algorithm has been used for solving the problem of optimal
routing for robots. Genetic algorithm is a technique inspired from nature and works based on
principle of sustainability of the strongest chromosomes. Using genetic algorithm plays a
successful role in robot path planning research. For example, [5] has the suggested usage of
genetic algorithm for robot path planning, based on empty nodes map. [15] and [17]
presented usage of encryption of different methods to ensure finding the optimal path by the
genetic algorithm, regardless of the actual and practical nodes. [18] improved the algorithm
efficiency with changing operators in genetic algorithm at certain intervals in order to
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globally search in dynamic environment. It can be concluded that implementation of genetic
algorithm depends on the chromosome coding solutions, accuracy of fitness function and
different algorithm's operators, to determine the whole routing process.
2-2. Ant colony optimization algorithm
Ant colony optimization algorithm compared with the genetic algorithm is a newer method
introduced by Marco Dorigo in 1992 [14]. The usage of ant algorithm for robot path planning
problems is growing rapidly, and this algorithm is used as a powerful method for solving
difficult compounds optimization problems. Ant colony optimization algorithm inspired from
the behavior of real ants, when they are looking for grain. The usage of ant colony
optimization algorithm for sample based on MAKLINK graph has been suggested for finding
robot’s path [3]. Combining ant colony optimization algorithm with potential field results in
routing in dynamic environments [4]. It was proved that ant colony optimization algorithm,
by certain proposed equations, can find the optimal path in the networked map [16]. Yet
studies show that ant colony optimization algorithm does not pay attention to the details for
solving the path planning problems.
3 –Methods
Robot needs a general map from environment for route planning. This map generally
determines the coordinates and creates nodes on the whole environment. Then genetic
algorithms and ant colony with their special methods provide an initial population, from
starting point to the desired target by created nodes in the roadmap. These nodes include the
starting point, ending point and the intermediate nodes. To initialize, the correct number of
nodes will be used. Nevertheless, in the assessment process the actual coordinate is used to
determine the optimal path in the end. This process is shown in figure (3-1).

Environment

Plan

Applying genetic algorithms and
ant colony

Optimal path

Figure3.1: proposed method.
3-1.Work space Modeling
For moving robot routing algorithms, there are a variety of methods. In this study, networked
environment of moving robot [6, 10, and 22] and a two-dimensional mapping are available.
In another word, the movement environment of a moving robot is divided into a large number
of small squares, called cells. The size of each cell has been determined according to the size
of fixed and moving obstacles as well as the amount and limitation of robot’s motion. Then
rate of cell occupation is measured by each of these barriers at every moment. Fixed obstacles
with different numbers, shapes and coordinates are in environment. Moving obstacles with
different speeds and in different directions are marked with green circles. Start and goal
points are in different situations. This difference is due to this fact that a robot workspace is
like the real world. Three workspaces that are relatively simple, relatively complex and quite
complex are shown in figure (3-2) for a moving robot.
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Figure 3-2: (a) relatively simple workspace, (b) relatively complex workspace and (c) quite
complex workspace for the robot.
3-2. Proposed Genetic Algorithm for robot path planning
In This study, after grading and giving numbers to entire workspace, the numbers of
intermediate nodes are placed in chromosome structure. Since the path length is variable, the
variable chromosome structure is used. Thus, each gene explains the number of intermediate
nodes along with the determined path by each chromosome. In other words, always the first
gene represents an initial point and the last gene represents the target. At first a random initial
population is created from chromosomes. After evaluating generated solutions in each
iteration, a number of best chromosomes are elected as parents for the next generation. Then
crossover and mutating process on them create chromosomes in the next generation.
Mentioned process continues until the termination condition is satisfied.
3.2.1. Production of basic solutions
To generate an initial solution, each chromosome for producing one possible route acts node
to node. In this way, in each step, one node is selected based on the probability law from
eight options as shown in Figure (3-3), and finally with completing their courses, a solution is
obtained. This choice is done according to equation (3-1). Therefore, the initial populations
are selected as follow:
1
ℎ𝑖

𝑃𝑖𝑘 𝑡 =

1
8
𝑗 =1 ℎ
𝑗

0
ℎ𝑖 =

𝛿
𝛿

، 𝑖𝑓 𝑝 ∉ 𝐵𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑘 𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑡
(3-1)

، 𝑖𝑓 𝑝 ∈ 𝐵𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑘 𝑙𝑖𝑠𝑡

𝛾1 − 𝛾2 𝑖 + 𝛾𝐵 ، 𝑖𝑓 (𝛾1 − 𝛾2 )𝑖 < 180
360 − 𝛾1 − 𝛾2 𝑖 + 𝛾𝐵 ، 𝑖𝑓 (𝛾1 − 𝛾2 )𝑖 > 180

(3-2)

In the mentioned equations Pik t is a random distribution function and δ is the coefficient for
controlling the route dispersion that is considered more than one to increase the probability of
selecting the next node. Difference of next node’s angle and target is determined by hi in
equation. So γ1is the angle between current point to the target, γ2 is the angle between point i
and current point and purpose of point i is one of the cells from 1 to 8 according to figure (33) and γB represents bias angle that determines the range of hi .
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Figure3-3: sequence of numbering neighbor squares.
3-2-2. Evaluation of generated solutions
In each iteration every chromosome is evaluated according to the equation (3-3), where M is
the number of route points.
𝜑
𝐶𝑜𝑠𝑡 𝐹𝑢𝑛𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑖 = 𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖 × 𝑆𝑚𝑜𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑖𝜗
(3-3)
𝐷𝑖𝑠𝑡𝑖 =

𝑀−1
𝑖=1

𝑆𝑚𝑜𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑖 =

𝑀−1
𝑖=1

𝑥𝑖 − 𝑥𝑖+1

2

+ (𝑦𝑖 − 𝑦𝑖+1 )2

𝜃𝑖 − 𝜃𝑖+1

(3-4)
(3-5)

Where coefficients φ and θ determines distance effect and softness of route. In other words,
by increasing the difference of φ and θ after the influence, the length of optimize route will be
more in the evaluation function, so the value of φ coefficient can be considered more than θ.
On the other hand in the equation (3-5), θi and θ (i +1) are i link angle and i+1 link angle in
radians respectively.
3.2.3. Parent Choice
Once all chromosomes were evaluated some of the best chromosomes are selected as parent
based on elitism function. The elitism idea, adds new features for selection process [13].
3-2-4. Generating new solutions
This issue is a two-dimension matrix that contains all the nodes in the workspace. Based on
this method, distances are obtained from the target point, then by the evaluation function,
chromosomes that have minimum distance from the target point, are chosen as parent matrix.
Thus, two parents are chosen randomly. Then genetic operators are used for evolution of
selected routes that includes:
3-2-4-1. Crossover process
In this study, composition operator has been considered as a two-point operator. But in the
first 40%, a random point is selected from first parent that is called i and also a random point
called j in final 40% is selected from the second parent. i to j point connection for completing
the middle part of child route like equation (3-1) from node I to node j is achieved from node
to node.
3-2-4-2. Mutation process
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The process of mutation with Pm probability is done on the produced children. For mutation
on a child (chromosome) first, a k-point in the range of one to 95% is considered randomly.
Then we define another point called l. Now for a change of direction between k and 1, k
nodes have to be connected to the node 1 according to node to node plan, based on selection
probability relation according to equation (3-1). Lm parameter is the amount of changed route
that has been considered from5 to 20percent mutation in this study. K and1 points are
achieved according to (3-6) and (3-7) equations respectively.
1  k  M  Lm 

(3-6)
(3-7)
l  k  Lm
In these equations, M is the number of nodes. Mutation operator was used sequentially,
which prevents from entrapping to the local minimum traps and also improves the
performance of genetic algorithms in routing. It should be noted that stop condition in this
method, is the number of iterations that experimentally obtained.
3-2-5. Solving Algorithm
According to the mentioned flowchart (Figure 3-4) in order to solve the problem of mobile
robot path planning, using a genetic algorithm is proposed. To achieve the desired accuracy,
the genetic algorithm with different parameters and operators were evaluated several times.
Finally, the best values and the best operations were selected for the algorithm. The
parameters used in this part are expressed in Table (3-1).
Table 3-1: specifications of the proposed genetic algorithm parameters.
Parameter
Iteration

Value
50~100
Varies، depends on

Chromosomes type
Number of Chromosomes
Chromosomes length
Selection Type
Number of Selected Parents
Crossover Operator
pc
Mutation Operator
Pm

34

cases
20~50
Varies، depends on
cases
Elitism Selection
5
Tow point propose
0.9
Router Mutation
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0.05
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Start

Determination of workspace
and parameters of the
problem

Determination of Black List fixed
barriers and Black List of moving
obstacles for every moment

Production of The initial random
population

jump Operation with pm
probability on produced
offspring

Assessment of solutions
Competency by chromosomes

Checking
the
termination
condition

No

Determinati
on of new
parents

Combination Actions for
production of the next
generation of offspring

yes
determination of optimal
path for movement of
robot

Robot movement on a
designed track

3-4: General flowchart of mobile Robot path planning problem solving with the proposed
genetic Algorithm.
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3-3. the proposed ant colony Algorithm for path planning of robots
To solve the problem of determination of the path by Ant optimization algorithm environment
is considered as square grids. Operators must choose an approximate and random way from the
beginning for themselves. Each of the elements has a current position in network and can move
into other positions of network, by square segmentation. Like routing in proposed the genetic
algorithm, here also for production of new solutions, each ant acts node to node to generate a
possible route. Thus at each stage it will choose A node from the 8 available options shown in
Figure (3-3), based on probability law and by completion of their path, the ultimate solution
will be obtained. This choice is according to equation (3-8). The probability of ant k at iteration
t for i th node is obtained from the following equation.
𝜷

𝝉𝜶
𝒊 (𝒕)×ɳ𝒊 (𝒕)

𝑃𝑖𝑘 𝑡 =

𝟖 𝝉𝜶 (𝒕)×ɳ𝜷
𝒍=𝟏 𝒍
𝒊

0

، 𝑖𝑓 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 ∉ 𝐵𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑘 𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡

(8-3)

، 𝑖𝑓 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒 ∈ 𝐵𝑙𝑎𝑐𝑘 𝐿𝑖𝑠𝑡

α: pheromone Factor
β: heuristic Factor
i: pheromone of node i
ɳ𝐢 : heuristic information in ith node is equal to

1
hi

which in equation (3-2) represents the

difference of angle.
3-3-1. Updating pheromone
After all ants have completed their journey through the problem space and have produced
their solutions (optimal network weights), their suitability is assessed. Then the overall
pheromone update for all paths (all nodes), is done according to equation (3-9). Pheromone
matrices considered in this issue, is a two-dimensional matrix consisting all the nodes in the
workspace. The amount of pheromone changes associated with each node is updated
according to equation (3-10). In this equation, The left side represents the pheromone
evaporation for all paths (all nodes) which is applied with the same impact (algorithm’s
negative feedback) and the right side shows pheromone release which is only considered for
the best ant (s) (algorithm’s positive feedback).
𝜏𝑖𝑗 (𝑡 + 1) = 𝜏𝑖𝑗 (𝑡) + ∆𝜏𝑖𝑗
𝑄

∆𝜏𝑖𝑗 = −𝜆𝜏𝑖𝑗 𝑡 +

𝑛𝑢𝑚

0

(9-3)
𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑛𝑜𝑑𝑒𝑠 𝑜𝑓 𝑡ℎ𝑒 𝑏𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑎𝑛𝑡
𝑜𝑡ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑤𝑖𝑠𝑒

(10-3)

τ𝑖𝑗 t : Pheromones between nodes i, j in the previous iteration.
𝜏𝑖𝑗 (𝑡 + 1): Pheromones between nodes i, j in the current iteration.
Q: The amount of pheromone release on nodes corresponding to way of best ant(s).
Num: priority Number of ants between release pheromones candidates
λ: coefficient of pheromone evaporation.
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3-4. problem solving algorithm
According to the previous information, in order to solve the problem of mobile robot path
planning, expressed flowchart in Figure (3-5) by using the ant colony algorithm is proposed.
About the Termination circumstances, for the ant optimization algorithm to solve route
planning, the proof of convergence of this solution is expressed by [6] and [1], but these
solutions are not able to obtain the conditions for the time convergence. For applying the
termination condition, it is needed to set time limit in the implementation of algorithm, so the
best solution is found. To achieve optimal precision, Ant colony algorithm was evaluated
multiple times with different parameters. Finally, best parameter values for the algorithm
were selected and have been inserted in the table (3-2).

Table. 3-2: The configuration of ant colony algorithm parameters.
Parameter

Value

Iteration

30~50
20~30

Number of Ants

5

Number of Candida ants
Initial Pheromone of All Features

0.5
0.1

Evaporation factor (ρ)

0.5

Deposition amount (τ)
Pheromone trail coefficient، α

1
0.5

heuristic coefficient، β
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4-5: General flowchart of the algorithm for solving mobile robot path planning problem with
proposed ant colony algorithm.
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4- Comparing the performance of genetic algorithms and ant colony in various dynamic
environments
All the simulations were carried out on a laptop computing equipped with 3GHz Intel dualcore CPU, 4GB memory with R2011 MATLAB software in Windows 7. In all three designed
workspace according to Figure (3-2), Three different starting and ending points were
considered for the robot and obtained paths by the proposed algorithm in the three
workspaces are mentioned briefly in Table (4-1).
Even though the proposed genetic algorithm is one of the out of line techniques and has
optimal conditions, and also the closeness of paths’ length in two algorithms in all three
working space, the ant colony routing algorithm has better results. As an example, the
simulation results in quite complex and dynamic environment are shown in Figure (4-1) and
(4-2).

Figure 4-1: Routing with Ant colony algorithm presented in a complex environment start at
(5, 50) and end in (400, 450), equal to route of 913.82 cm.
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Figure 4-2: Routing with genetic algorithm presented in a complex environment start at (5,
50) and end in (400, 450), equal to route of 921.03 cm.
Table 4-1: Path length obtained in genetic and ant colony algorithms.
workspaces
complexity

starting
point

Target
point

Ant
colony

genetic

Relatively simple
workspaces

(5,50)

(400,450)

610.34

618.05

Relatively simple
workspaces

(20,55)

(460,455)

655/22

659.69

(30,65)

(465,460)

648.62

652.08

(5,50)

(400,450)

919.45

923.04

(20,55)

(460,455)

711.28

719.48

(30,65)

(465,460)

697.80

707.09

(5,50)

(400,450)

913.82

921.03

Complex
workspaces

(20,55)

(460,455)

718.59

722.28

Complex
workspaces

(30,65)

(465,460)

698.51

703.79

Relatively simple
workspaces
Relatively
complex
workspaces
Relatively
complex
workspaces
Relatively
complex
workspaces
Complex
workspaces
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The proposed algorithms were also compared in three different work areas for runtime path
planning. According to table (4-2) the ant colony algorithm needs less time to find a collision
less route. The resulting times are average spent time in three different starting and ending
positions for three workspaces.
Table 4-2: Execution time of routing algorithms presented in different environments.
workspaces
complexity

Relatively simple
workspaces

Relatively complex
workspaces

Complex
workspaces

Algorithm

Ant
colony

Genetic

Ant
colony

Genetic

Ant
colony

Genetic

Time(s)

47.721

1522.03

648.69

1865.28

972.65

2560.42

It should be noted that considering the same number of Ant and chromosomes, in ant colony
and the genetic algorithms, the speed of each repetition was similar. However, the ant colony
algorithm regarding the genetic algorithm requires a fewer number of iterations and smaller
population according to the table (3-1) and (3-2), so ant colony algorithm runs more quickly.
Figure (4-3) illustrates the comparison of elapsed time for routing using two algorithms.

Figure 4-3: Comparison of running time of evolutionary algorithms proposed for routing in
three workspaces.
The following table presents the comparison of number of replicate and population in both
genetics and ant colony evolutionary algorithms for optimization mobile robot routing in
three workspaces as shown in Fig (3-2).
Table 4-3: Comparing the number of iterations and the population in the ant colony and
genetic algorithms.
workspaces
complexity

30
20

50
20

Genetic

Ant
col
ony

Genetic

Complex
workspaces

Ant
col
ony

Iterations
Population

Ant
col
ony

Evolutionary
Algorithms

Relatively
complex
workspaces

Relatively simple
workspaces

Genetic

45
25

80
35

50
30

100
50
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Figure 4-4: Comparison of number of iterations in the ant colony and genetic algorithms.

Figure 4-5: Comparison of population in the ant colony and genetic algorithms.
According to table (4-3) and comparison charts of Figure (4-4) and (4-5), clearly in the same
population, the number of iterations of genetic evolutionary algorithm to obtain the optimal
path of mobile robot motion is more than the ant colony algorithm.
In other words, in all routing environment for moving robots, ant Colony algorithm with
smaller population and fewer iterations, results in optimum path for mobile robot moving in
different workspaces.
According to algorithm's behavior it can be inferred that the genetic algorithm of initial
population is selected by random method. With this random process, algorithm needs another
processes to choose an optimal node which has led to increase run-time and the number of
repeats especially when environment becomes more complex or in other words number of
nodes increases. In the ant colony algorithm there are three principals including the transient
state, local updates and world update [6]. To find the optimal path, ant colony algorithm can
reduce time and repeat the process simultaneously using the transient state, during initializing
in simple or complex environments. Local updating in the ant colony algorithm guarantees
the quality of the population in each generation, because it improves the optimal path in each
generation so it leads to faster problem solving of routing in the less number of iterations.
Even if genetic algorithms select a proper population to produce children in next generation,
there is no guarantee in random method for fast optimal solutions for the next generation.
Hence, the produced children are probably selected from good categories or from worst
categories, and this will affect next generation children. Therefore, routing in genetic
algorithm spends more time and has more repetition compared with ant colony algorithms.
On the other hand, when the number of nodes increases, (complexity) the length of
chromosomes will change accordingly, but the ant colony algorithm does not need to increase
the amount of ant population and will start to search based on the exploration and the amount
of pheromone from previous ants. So increasing time in genetic algorithm is usually caused
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by increasing population to find the optimal path, so that routing process becomes slower.
Compared with routing process, the ant colony algorithm is not affected by population
growth which brings about the minimization the time and number of repetitions in the ant
colony algorithm.
5-Conclusions
Genetic algorithm and the ant colony were performed successfully in dynamic environments
to find a path that has optimization criteria. The performance of both algorithms has been
studied globally when they were applied for routing in various dynamic environments. The
results showed that the ant colony algorithm in comparison with the genetic algorithm, in a
lesser time or more quickly, has a lower number of iterations in each dynamic complex
environment. Moreover, the adaptability of the ant algorithm parameters in the complex,
dynamic environment is easier than genetic algorithm. Advantages and limitations of both
algorithms can spread and combine a variety of applications in planning the robot's path in
future.
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